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About This Game

A mysterious old house lies at the end of the lane. No one knows when or why it was abandoned, only that it's been there since
before the suburban housing development 5 years ago. Anyone unfortunate enough to cross its threshold is never seen again,

leading to more than a bit of neighborhood gossip. A few brave souls begin to trickle in to uncover the mystery for themselves,
oblivious of the fate that awaits them...

Play as Ghoul Kid, a mischievous ghost who possesses household objects to scare visitors to death. In this wave based game,
Ghoul Kid cannot be seen by humans. Use your wits and abilities to manipulate household objects so you can scare people to

death! Happy haunting!
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My friend has 8700k. First i thought you're fighting bots out of bellys.
After a few minutes i realised that you are fighting your own belly.

workout with geat music :)

. +1 \ud83d\udc10. This is the worst hidden object game I've ever played. It's unimaginative and the same scenes are repeated
over and over. I went through this one thinking it had to get better, or it was going to have a great ending -- nope. Complete
waste of time and money. The horrifying thing is that two more entries were spawned in this series that are carbon copies with
new scenes. Wow!. I gotta say top 3 favorite dlc maps yeah it mite have came out in 2012 but still good,still the longest and
biggest map in TS take you close to 8 hours from one side to the other following the speed limits and Steep Grades.Love all the
Locomotive units that come with this route. If this was in the arcade, it would be eating your quarters.. Another cool tower
defense game in the Kingdom Rush series.

Same principle as the first, with a bunch more heroes and some other neat tower mechanics. Heroes need to be levelled up
which adds a little bit of grind if you want them all at max level. But these heroes are quite diverse, so it's worth it maxing out at
least a few of them.

Difficulty is all over the place though. Some levels are very easy, others are insanely hard. And it's not progressive. Sometimes,
even the 'special' (heroic and iron) runs are easier compared to the normal run. I think the original Kingdom Rush was better
balanced in that regard.. It's what Subnatica was before it was finished, expect under the ice, and also on the ice. It's got a lot of
work ahead of it'self, but if you loved subnatica while it was in beta you will love this game as well.
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This game is being sold on its puzzle solving and atmosphere. And yes it does have a good atmosphere and yes there is some
puzzle solving, so of which is interesting and different from what I've seen in the past. HOWEVER, the thing not clear in the
trailers etc, is the "platformer" nature of the game. What do I mean? Jumping puzzles. Timing runs through areas. And so on. I
quit the game early on because I don't like jumping and timing runs, etc. I was very agrivated when it became clear this was
going to be a staple of the game.

Now, all of that said, if you like timed runs and jumping puzzles then this might be somethng to look at. The game trades on
fear, especially fear of things in the dark. It does an excelent job of it. Its got a really well put together hellscape feel and I can't
say the moster I did see didn't make me jump, it did. This game is a find the next key type afair as well, so you'll be hunting
through buildings and rooms liking for the next key\/clue. If none of that turns you off then you will probably want to check this
one out.. This was probably my favourite game on the C64 growing up. So far it seems unchanged from the original. Maximum
nostalgia with the reveal of each new puzzle room. Still very difficult.

My only beef would be the default controller layout (not intuitive at all) and some of the controls within the game are really
finicky (seems even worse than in the original). I have problems getting the teleporter to change colours, trouble getting off of
ropes and ladders, etc... can't count the times I've missed a timed door because of getting stuck on a ladder\/rope. At least there
is a suicide button (and the option for unlimited lives is still there.)

Recommended to anyone who played the original.. With nearly 100h in, I finally decided to write a short review:

What I like about the game:
- different heroes with very different abilities and troops. Each plays very differently and allows different strategies
- the maps are fantastic and I love that positioning your units is key to be successful
- the artwork (I am talking about the finished art) is just beautiful
- there is a time-out, that pairs you with the AI, if you cannot find a PVP match within a certain period of time (really important
due to the still limited playerbase)
- the generous login rewards and in game rewards (but see comment on lootboxes in general below)
- no seasons (yet); you rank up permanently, if you win enough games and as such play against opponents with similar
skill\/collection

What I don't like about this game:
- I more and more dislike lootboxes\/microtransactions. I bought the steam summer sale. It allowed me to have a better
collection from the start and a better playing experience than starting from scratch, I think. So far, so good...
However for potential expansions, I would prefer to pay a fixed amount and get the full expansion set. The cards could be
unlocked while playing the game, giving you long-time motivation, instead of anxiety opening what you don't want or need to
improve your current deck.

On a sidenote:
- that the art is unfinished doesn't impact play
- I don't think the game is unbalanced (anymore). Sure some matchups are harder than others, but that's part of the package
having heroes with different abilities and armies. I play mostly green, but not because it is particularly strong, more because its
suits my playstyle.

@Spiritwalk Games: Good luck! I love the game!

Thank you for reading my short review. Give Shardbound a try, it's after all a free to play game.. Plays like the budget version
of Super Meat Boy.. Aside from the anime jugs, the game itself is pretty good and has that good challenge where you wanna go
back into it. The game is pretty non-linear in a sense there are different paths where you can save the girls, and is very rewarding
especially in the harder levels where precise skill and careful platforming is needed. My only complaint would be the fact that
after doing all the levels and getting all the treasure chests., there is nothing else left to do other than to replay the same levels
and get better times, which is a speedrunner's paradise.. This is a great game, and you should play it.
However, as critically acclaimed as this game is, it was critically acclaimed 20 years ago.
You should be prepared for awkward controls, low resolution, and some weird AI.
Other than that, would recommend. Like SWAT 1, it's a nostalgia machine.. Great game so far, the story is very compelling. It's
a very dark dark game. Love the feeling of when a silent one appears. Sends creepy chills down the spine. The survival aspects
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of the game are amazing, however the sub levels seem to be a bit tricky. Using do long runs out looking for supplies, but never
make it back due to sub levels falling.
Hands down it's a great game, and a steal of a deal at $5. Would recommend it to any looking for a fun\/dark\/horror surivival
alien based video game.. Love the OST's and I'am glad to provide some further support to Pathea for such an awesome game.

To bad they didn't include the Kickstarter Soundtracks (I really loved the original first battle OST and was somewhat
disappointed after they changed it to the new OST. Hoped to at least see it in the DLC...)
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